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Abstract— This paper investigates an optimal energy allocation problem for multi sensor estimation of a random source
where sensors communicate their measurements to a remote
fusion centre (FC) over orthogonal fading wireless channels
using uncoded analog transmissions. The FC reconstructs the
source using the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE). The
sensors have limited batteries but can harvest energy and also
transfer energy to other sensors in the network. A distortion
minimization problem over a ﬁnite-time horizon with causal
and non-causal information is studied and the optimal energy
allocation policy for transmission and sharing is derived.
Several structural necessary conditions for optimality are presented for the two sensor problem with non-causal information
and a horizon of two time steps. Numerical simulations are
included to illustrate the theoretical results.
Index Terms— multi-sensor estimation, energy harvesting,
energy sharing, optimal energy allocation

I. Introduction
Advances in the ﬁeld of wireless communication have
enriched many practical applications. A key role in this
development is played by wireless sensors that measure a
signal of interest and transmit the measurement to a remote
estimator or Fusion Centre (FC). As wireless sensors have
become not only more powerful but also more affordable
and compact, they are used in many areas such as environmental data gathering [1], industrial process monitoring [2],
mobile robots and autonomous vehicles [3], and monitoring
of smart electricity grids [4].
Sensors are often located in remote places and therefore
sometimes cannot be connected to reliable power sources.
Even if connecting sensors to the electricity grid is feasible,
it may be beneﬁcial not to do so to simplify the installation process, facilitate changing the position of sensors or
ensure sensors are independent of the power grid. Thus,
sensors are often powered by batteries. Relying on battery
power involves another signiﬁcant restriction: As changing
batteries is usually costly and undesirable, sensors have to
be designed such that the limited available energy in the
battery is used in the most efficient way, see [5]–[7] and
the references therein.
One way to help overcome the limitation of ﬁnite battery
capacity is to use energy harvesting. Often sensors are
placed in an environment where energy can be harvested
using solar panels, wind mills or other devices. The harvested energy can then be used for data transmission to
the FC or be stored in the battery for future use. Because
of the unreliable nature of most renewable energy sources,
allocating the available energy in an optimal fashion to
ensure the best possible performance of the network is a
challenging task, [8]–[12]. Wireless compressive sensing
for energy harvesting sensor nodes has also been studied
in [13].
Recently, the ﬁeld of wireless energy transfer has gained
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new attention among researchers in the area of wireless
sensor networks (WSN). This is motivated by wireless
energy transfer becoming more efficient and less costly and
thus having the potential to be used to recharge batteries
of future wireless sensors. It was shown in [14] that energy
can be transferred between two resonant objects of the same
resonant frequency efficiently. Efficiencies of over 50%
were achieved for distances up to 2 meters. See also [15].
An increasing number of companies is showing an interest
in developing wireless energy transfer products [16], [17].
Their applications range from charging small devices such
as cell phones in coffee shops [18] to charging electric
vehicles [19]. Apparently a lot of the necessary technology
is readily available and it is merely a question of time
when the application of wireless energy transfer becomes
feasible in a wider range of technical areas [20]. Other
researchers have investigated how to optimally transmit
energy and information through wireless communication
channels [21]–[25].
Some researchers have started to investigate the potential
beneﬁts wireless energy transfer could bring to WSN. A
wireless sensor network with a ﬁxed base station and a
wireless charging vehicle driving from sensor to sensor
was considered in [26], [27]. An optimal traveling path
for the vehicle and an algorithm to minimise the energy
usage were derived. As background to our current work,
in [28] an optimal power allocation policy is derived and
multiple conditions for optimality are given for a two-hop
relay channel with one-way energy transfer from the source
to the relay. In the same paper, a Gaussian two-way channel
with one-way energy transfer is investigated. It is shown
that the optimal energy allocation policy is a directional
two-way water ﬁlling algorithm. Similar results are derived
for a multiple access channel with one-way energy transfer.
This paper investigates a wireless sensor network used to
remotely estimate an independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) bandlimited Gaussian process. Sensor measurements
are sent via fading wireless channels to the FC, which
uses the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE), [29], to
obtain an estimate of the physical process. In contrast to
related works such as [30], we consider that all sensors in
addition to harvesting energy from their environment, can
also share energy between neighbouring nodes. A ﬁnitetime horizon sum distortion at the FC is minimized with
respect to the energy allocation (for transmission as well as
sharing) policy at the sensors, subject to energy harvesting
constraints. Both causal (using dynamic programming) and
non-causal information (using standard convex optimization
techniques) are considered. Several insightful structural
results are provided for a two-sensor two-step non-causal
energy allocation problem.
II. System Model
Consider a system with M sensors individually measuring
a process of interest θ(k). All measurements are subject to
additive noise. The remote sensors can transmit information
to a fusion centre (FC). The latter estimates θ(k) given the
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Fig. 1: System model for two sensors
available measurements. The transmitters adopt an analog
amplify and forward uncoded strategy subject to additive
noise. Every sensor node has an energy unit to harvest
energy from its environment and a local battery whose
energy can be used for data transmission. Additionally,
each sensor has a unit to transmit and receive energy from
other neighbouring sensors subject to transmission losses.
A scheme showing a two sensor network is shown in Fig. 1.
A. Source Model and Sensor Measurements
It is assumed that the physical quantity of interest θ(k)
is an i.i.d. Gaussian process with zero mean and variance
σ2θ . The measurements of sensor m, xm (k), is subject to
measurement noise, vm (k), such that xm (k) = θ(k) + vm (k)
for 1 ≤ m ≤ M and k ≥ 1. The measurement noise
processes vm (k) are assumed to be i.i.d. Gaussian, mutually
independent of θ(k), having zero mean and variances σ2m .
B. Transmission Model
It is assumed that each sensor is attached to a transmitter and all transmitters adopt an uncoded analog amplify
and forward strategy.1 This implies that at each time k,
the transmitted signal from sensor m is the measurement
xm (k) ampliﬁed with the amplifying factor αm (k). Assuming
(without loss of generality) that each transmission interval
is of duration unity, the necessary transmission energy with
the amplifying factor αm (k) is


Em (k) = αm (k) σ2θ + σ2m .
(1)

The channel power gain of the mth channel (between sensor
m and the FC), gm (k), is assumed to be a non-negative i.i.d.
process. Then, the received signal
p at the FC from sensor
m at time k is given by zm (k) = αm (k)gm (k)xm (k) + nm (k)
where the channel noise nm (k) is assumed to be i.i.d.
additive white Gaussian noise with variance ξm2 .
C. Energy Harvester, Energy Sharing and Battery Model

Each sensor has access to an energy harvester that can
gather energy from the environment. The amount of energy
available to be harvested at sensor m at time slot k, denoted
by Hm (k), is assumed unpredictable and described by an
i.i.d. random process. Further, the harvested energy process
and the channel gains are mutually independent. The energy
harvested at time slot k is stored in the battery and can be
used for data transmission or energy sharing in the next time
slot k + 1. We denote that each sensor’s maximal battery
1 Analog transmission for multi-sensor estimation of a memoryless
Gaussian source over a coherent multiaccess channel is optimal, [31].
Further, the scheme does not need quantization or coding/decoding.

capacity is B̂m and that transmitter m consumes energy
Em (k) from its battery to transmit data to the FC at k.
Each sensor is ﬁtted with a unit to share energy with
neighbouring nodes, that is, to transmit and receive energy
to and from neighbouring nodes. Let this energy, transferred
from sensor m to n, be denoted T m,n . The set of neighbouring nodes from which sensor m can receive energy
is denoted by NR,m and the set of neighbouring nodes to
which sensor m can transmit energy is denoted by NT,m .
Transferring energy is subject to losses. The efficiency of
the energy transfer link from sensor m to sensor n is given
by ηm,n and is assumed to be static and strictly less then
1. Then the dynamics of the battery level of sensor m is
described by



X


Bm (k) + Hm (k) − Em (k) −
T m,n (k)
Bm (k + 1) = min 



n∈NT,m



X


.
(2)
+
ηn,m T n,m (k), B̂m 



n∈NR,m
D. Distortion Measure at the Fusion Center

At the FC given the vector of received signals z(k) =
(z1 (k), z2 (k), . . . , z M (k)), the BLUE [29], is used to calculate
the estimate θ̂(k), as per:

−1
θ̂(k) = hT (k)R−1 (k)h(k) hT (k)R−1 (k)z(k)
(3)
p
where h(k) ∈ R M×1 with entries hm (k) = αm (k)gm (k),
R(k) ∈ R M×M is a diagonal matrix where Rm,m (k) =
σ2m αm (k)gm (k) + ξm2 . Then, the variance of θ̂(k), or distortion
in reconstruction, is given by
M
−1

 X

αm (k)gm (k)
 .
(4)
Var θ̂(k) = 
σ2 α (k)g (k) + ξ2 
m=1

m m

Denoting dm (Em (k), sm (k)) =
gm (k)
ξm2 (σ2θ +σ2m )

step k is

m

Em (k)sm (k)
1+σ2m Em (k)sm (k)

m

and sm (k) =

with Em (k) in (1), the achieved distortion at time


1


 Pm dm (Em (k),sm (k))
D(E(k), s(k)) = 

σ2
θ

P
if m Em (k)gm (k) > 0
.
P
if m Em (k)gm (k) = 0
(5)
where E(k) = (E1 (k), E2 (k), . . . , E M (k)), and s(k) =
(s1 (k), s2 (k), . . . , s M (k)). In case no sensor is transmitting (or
gm (k) = 0 for all m), the best estimate is θ̂(k) = E(θ(k)) = 0
and the distortion D(0,s(k)) = σ2θ .
III. Finite-Time Horizon Optimal Transmission Energy and
Energy Sharing Allocation Problem and its Solution
A. Problem Formulation
In this section it will be discussed how to choose the
optimal transmission energy for information transmission to
the FC and the optimal energy for sharing between sensors
to minimise the expected ﬁnite-time horizon sum distortion at the FC under the assumption that complete causal
information is available at the FC. Under this information
pattern, all sensors report their current battery levels and
their estimated channel gains (achieved via pilot transmissions from the FC and channel reciprocity) to the FC via
a control channel during the beginning of a transmission
slot. Thus, the information available at the FC at k is Ik =
{g(k), B(k), Ik−1 } where g(k) = (g1 (k), g2 (k), . . . , g M (k)) and
B(k) = (B1 (k), B2(k), . . . , B M (k)) are the complete vectors
of all channel gains and battery levels at time k, and
I1 = {g(1), B(1)}.

An energy allocation policy is a set of functions to
determine {(Em (k),{T m,n (k)}) : m ∈ M, and n ∈ NT,m }. It
is feasible ifPthe energy constraints Em (k) ≥ 0, T m,n (k) ≥ 0
and Em (k) + n∈NT,m T m,n (k) ≤ Bm (k) are almost surely (a.s.)
satisﬁed for all 1 ≤ m,n ≤ M and k ≥ 1. The admissible
control set is then the set of all possible energy allocation
policies which are based only on the causal information
set Ik and do not violate
P the energy constraints Em (k) ≥ 0,
T m,n (k) ≥ 0 and Em (k)+ n∈NT,m T m,n (k) ≤ Bm (k) ∀ m. Deﬁne
T(k) as the matrix with entries (T(k))m,n = T m,n (k) for n ∈
NT,m and (T(k))m,n = 0 otherwise. The ﬁnite-time horizon
optimal transmission energy and energy sharing allocation
problem which minimises the expected sum distortion over
a ﬁnite horizon subject to energy harvesting constraints is
given by
K
X
min
E [D(E(k), s(k))]
(6)
E(k),T(k):1≤k≤K

k=1

s.t. Em (k),T m,n (k) ≥ 0 and Em (k) +

X

n∈NT,m

T m,n (k) ≤ Bm(k)

a.s. for 1 ≤ m,n ≤ M and 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and Bm (k) satisﬁes
(2).
B. Finite-Time Horizon Optimal Energy Allocation Policy
For the causal information case, the solution to the
stochastic control problem (6) is given by Theorem 1:
Theorem 1: Consider K ≥ 1 and let the initial condition
be I1 = {g(1),B(1)}. Then the value of the ﬁnite-time
horizon minimisation problem (6) with causal information
is given by V1 (g(1), B(1)), which can be computed recursively from the backward Bellman dynamic programming
equation
n
Vk (g(k), B(k)) = min D(E(k), s(k))
E(k),T(k)


+E Vk+1 (g(k + 1), B(k + 1))|E(k), T(k)
(7)
for 1 ≤ P
k ≤ K − 1 such that Em (k) ≥ 0, T m,n (k) ≥ 0 and
Em (k) + n∈NT,m T m,n (k) ≤ Bm(k) with the battery dynamic
equation (2) for all m. In (7) the expectation is computed
over the random channel gains and harvested energy levels
and the terminal condition is
VK (g(K), B(K)) = D(B(K), s(K))
(8)
where all remaining energy is used for transmission in the
ﬁnal time K.
Proof: The proof follows from the optimality equations for ﬁnite-time horizon stochastic control problems.
See for instance [32].
The solution to the allocation problem (6) is thus
n
{Eo (g(k), B(k)), To(g(k), B(k))} = argmin D(E(k), s(k))
E(k),T(k)


+ E Vk+1 (g(k + 1), B(k + 1))|E(k), T(k)
(9)


for 1 ≤ P
k ≤ K − 1 such that Em (k) ≥ 0, T m,n (k) ≥ 0 and
Em (k) + n∈NT,m T m,n (k) ≤ Bm (k) with the battery dynamics
equation (2) for all m, and V is the solution to the Bellman
equation (7).
In general the solution to the dynamic programming
equation (9) can only be obtained numerically, as there
is no closed form solution. Since this numerical approach
relies on computing the optimal policy for a large number of
discretised channel gain and battery level values, we assume
that this computation is done off-line at the FC (which

has access to potentially unlimited energy and higher computational power) and stored in a look-up table. In realtime, as the FC receives the channel gains and battery
level information of all sensors at the beginning of each
transmission phase, it looks up the optimal energy allocation
policies for the corresponding nearest discretised values of
the channel gains and battery levels, and informs all the
sensors via feedback, which is assumed to be delay-free
and error-free. The sensors subsequently use these optimal
energy allocation policies for data transmission and energy
sharing. It should be noted that the communication overhead
between the sensors and the FC for reporting channel gains
and battery levels also consumes energy, which is not taken
into account in this work. 2
IV. Finite-Time Horizon Optimal Energy Allocation
Problem Given Non-Causal Information and Unlimited
Battery Capacity
A. Problem Formulation
In this section we derive the optimal energy allocation
policy for the MSE problem (6) given a ﬁnite-time horizon
K and a priori knowledge of the channel gains and the
harvested energies for k = 1, . . . K and all sensors. It will
also be assumed that each sensor has an unlimited battery
capacity, such that the battery level equation is simply
Bm (k + 1) =Bm (k) + Hm (k) − Em (k)
X
X
−
T m,n (k) +
ηn,m T n,m (k).
(10)
n∈NT,m

n∈NR,m

It is the aim to ﬁnd the optimal energy allocation that
solves the optimisation problem in (6) given complete
non-causal information on all future channel gains and
harvested energies. Since all information is available, a
deterministic optimisation problem can be formulated and
solved. Clearly, such a non-causal information pattern is
not practical. However, the motivation for considering this
is that the optimized distortion performance with the noncausal information serves as a lower bound and a benchmark for the optimized distortion performance with causal
information derived in the previous section. The optimal
energy allocation problem for the non-causal information
pattern can be solved using standard convex optimization
techniques as explained below. The convexity of the objective function has been shown in [33], [30], and also earlier
in [34]. The energy harvesting constraints are linear in
the transmission energy and shared energy variables, which
renders the optimization problem convex.
B. Lagrangian Formulation
The Lagrangian formulation for this problem is given by
K "
X
L (E, T, λ) =
D(E(k), s(k))
k=1

+

+

M
X

m=1
k
X

λm,k

k
X
l=1

X

l=1 n∈NT,m

Em (l) −

T m,n (l) −

k−1
X

Hm (l)
l=1
k−1 X
X
l=1 n∈NR,m

− Bm(1)

!#
ηn,m T n,m (l) .
(11)

2 If this energy consumption is constant for each transmission slot,
then it can be easily taken into account by subtracting this energy from
the maximum battery level and deﬁning a modiﬁed maximum battery level
for each sensor.

o
Emo (k), T m,n
(k), and λm,k are primal and dual optimal solutions to (11) if they satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for all m,n
and all k.
o
Emo (k) ≥0, T m,n
(k) ≥ 0, λm,k ≥ 0,
(12)
k
X
l=1

+

k
X
X

l=1 n∈NT,m

λm,k

k−1
X

Emo (l) −

k
X

Hm (l) − Bm (1)

T m,n (l) −

Em (l) −

l=1
k
X

+

l=1

X

l=1 n∈NT,m

k−1
X
l=1

o
T m,n

l=1 n∈NR,m

ηn,m T n,m (l) ≤ 0,

(13)

Hm (l) − Bm (1)

T m,n (l) −



≥0



∂L

=0


∂Em (k) Emo (k) 



∂L
∂T m,n (k)

k−1 X
X



≥0




=0




(k) 

k−1 X
X

l=1 n∈NR,m

!
ηn,m T n,m (l) = 0, (14)

for Emo (k) = 0
for 0 ≤ Emo (k)
P
o
≤ Bm (k) − n∈NT,m T m,n
(k)
o
for T m,n
(k) = 0
P
o
for 0 ≤ n∈NT,m T m,n
(k)
o
≤ Bm (k) − Em (k).

(15)

(16)

C. Necessary Conditions for Energy Transfer
In this subsection, necessary conditions for optimality of
energy transfer between two sensors will be derived. The
conditions depend on
P the inverted
−1 sum of future Lagrangian
K
multipliers νm,k := l=k λm,l .
As due to the KKT conditions λm,k ≥ 0 for all m and k,
it follows that νm,k ≤ νm,k+1 for all m and k < K.
Lemma 1: If it is optimal to transmit energy from sensor
o
m to sensor n at time k, that is T m,n
(k) > 0, then νn,k+1 =
ηm,n νm,k .
Proof: According to the KKT condition (16) it must be
o
true that ∂T∂L
= 0 for T m,n
(k) > 0. Thus, evaluating
m,n (k) T o (k)
m,n
o
the derivative of the Lagrangian (11) with respect to T m,n
(k)
yields
K
K
X
X
∂L
=
λm,l − ηm,n
λn,l = 0.
(17)
∂T m,n(k) T m,n
o
(k)
l=k
l=k+1
result
The
−1 then follows from the fact that νm,k :=
PK
λ
.
l=k m,l
The intuitive observation that transferring energy between
two sensors in both directions in the same time slot is not
optimal, can be formally established as follows.
Corollary 1: It is not optimal to transmit energy between
any pair of nodes in both directions in the same time step,
o
o
that is T m,n
(k),T n,m
(k) > 0 for all m, n and k.
Proof: Following a similar argument as in the proof
o
of Lemma 1, a necessary condition for T n,m
(k) > 0 is
K
K
X
X
∂L
=
λn,l − ηn,m
λm,l = 0.
(18)
∂T n,m(k) T n,m
o
(k)
l=k
l=k+1
Combining (17), (18) yields
K
K
X
X
λm,l =ηm,n ηn,m
λm,l − ηm,n ηn,m λm,k − ηm,n λn,k .
l=k

l=k

(19)

o
o
Thus, for T m,n
(k) > 0 and T n,m
(k) > 0 the efficiency factors
have to satisfy
ηm,n ηn,m λm,k + ηm,n λn,k
ηm,n ηn,m = 1 +
≥ 1.
(20)
PK
l=k λm,l

This implies that at least one of ηm,n , or ηn,m must be ≥
1. Since the efficiency factors are always strictly less than
1, this is not possible. Hence it is not optimal to transmit
energy between two sensors in both directions at the same
time.
D. Optimal Energy Allocation Policy

The optimal policy to determine how much energy should
be used to transfer data to the FC at any time step is given
by the following result.
Theorem 2:PConsider (6) with the objective function
K
replaced by k=1
D(E(k), s(k)). Suppose that all sensors
have unlimited battery capacities and access to non-causal
information on the harvested energies and channel gains
for all time steps and all sensors. Then the optimal energy
allocation at time k at sensor m is given by


0
if D(Ωo (k),s(k)) ≥ σ2θ

o
Em (k) = 
(21)

Ωom (k) if D(Ωo (k),s(k)) < σ2θ

where Ωo (k) = (Ωo1 (k),Ωo2 (k), . . . ,ΩoM (k))T with


0
if Ωm (k) ≤ 0




o
Ωm (k) = 
Ωm (k) if 0 < Ωm (k) < B∗m (k) .



 B∗ (k) if Ω (k) ≥ B∗ (k)
m
m
m

In (22),

√
Dk νm,k
1
Ωm (k) =
− 2
√
2
σm sm (k) σm sm (k)

(22)

(23)

with the overall achieved distortion at time k denoted by
Dk and the largest possible energy for data transmission
k−1
k−1
X
X
B∗m (k) =Bm (0) +
Hm (l) −
Emo (l)
l=1

+

k−1 X
X

l=1 n∈NR,m

l=1

o
ηn,m T n,m
(l) −

Proof: The KKT condition
∂L
∂Em (k)

Emo (k)

Setting νm,k =

=−
K
l=k

1+

k−1 X
X

l=1 n∈NT,m
(15) for Emo (k)
K
X

D2k sm (k)

σ2m Emo (k)sm (k) 2

−1

o
T m,n
(l).

λm,l

> 0 yields

λm,l = 0.

+

l=k

leads to
√
Dk νm,k
1
Ωm (k) =
−
.
√
σ2m sm (k) σ2m sm (k)
P

(24)

(25)

(26)

Whenever Ωm (k) is within the achievable boundaries of
0 and the battery level B∗m(k) we have Ωom (k) = Ωm (k).
Otherwise Ωm (k) will be saturated below at 0 and above
at B∗m (k) to ensure the KKT conditions are satisﬁed.
In case choosing the optimal energy allocation policy
Ωom (k) leads to an overall distortion that is greater or equal
to σ2θ , it is optimal not to transmit any data, and to save the
available energy for future use.
Remark 1: Note that the optimal policy (26) can be
seen as a generalisation of the well known water-ﬁlling
algorithm. A distinguishing aspect is that water can only
ﬂow in one direction in time due to energy causality
constraints. In this sense, this optimal energy allocation
policy is similar to the directional water-ﬁlling algorithm
presented in [9]. However, in contrast to the non-decreasing

Although there is a closed form expression for the optimal energy allocation policy for the ﬁnite horizon case with
non-causal information, it is difficult to gain much insight
into the solution for any general K. This section presents
some structural properties of the optimal solution to the
energy allocation problem of a simpliﬁed problem with two
sensors, ﬁnite-time horizon K = 2, non-causal information
and unlimited battery capacities. These properties provide
important insights into the optimal energy allocation solutions. These insights can be used to implement simple
suboptimal energy allocation policies for the causal case
also. thus, one can avoid the prohibitive complexity of
dynamic programming at the cost of loss of optimality.
Such suboptimal policies are currently being investigated
and will be presented in an extended version of this work.
A. Problem Formulation
In the specialised case of 2 sensors and sum distortion
minimisation over 2 time-steps, the aim is to ﬁnd the energy
allocation policy, that consists of the data transmission energies E1 (1), E1 (2), E2 (1) and E2 (2), and the energy sharing
quantities T 1,2 (1), T 1,2 (2), T 2,1 (1) and T 2,1 (2). Clearly, it is
optimal to use all energy in the battery at K = 2 for data
transmission to the FC. It is also optimal not to transfer
any energy between the sensors at K = 2 as it could only
be used in the third time slot. Hence, the notation can be
simpliﬁed by dropping the time index for the battery levels,
the harvested energies, the energies used for data transfer,
and the amount of energy shared.
B. Lagrangian Formulation
Using the simpliﬁcations discussed above, and recalling
the energy constraints in (6) yields the associated Lagrangian

L E1 ,E2 ,T 1,2 ,T 2,1 ,λ1 ,λ2 = D1 + D2


+ λ1 E1 + T 1,2 − B1 + λ2 E2 + T 2,1 − B2
(27)
where D1 and D2 are the distortions at time 1 and 2.
o
o
E1o ,E2o ,T 1,2
,T 2,1
and λo1 ,λo2 are primal and dual optimal solutions to (27) if and only if they satisfy KKT optimality
conditions, similar to the KKT conditions in (12)-(16).
C. Necessary Condition for Optimality
To simplify the analysis, we will use the notation:
D21 s1 (1)
X1,1 := 
(28)
2 ,
1 + σ1 E1o s1 (1)
X1,2 := 
X2,2 := 

D22 s1 (2)

o + η T o )s (2)
1 + σ1 (B1 + H1 − E1o − T 1,2
2,1 2,1 1

D22 s2 (2)
o
o
1 + σ2 (B2 + H2 − E2o − T 2,1
+ η1,2 T 1,2
)s2 (2)

2 ,

(29)

2 .

(30)

average energy usage

V. Special Case of Two Sensor Horizon 2 Problem with
Non-Causal Information and Unlimited Battery
Capacity

0.4
average distortion

water levels in [9], the water levels for the optimal energy
allocation policy change randomly over time as they depend
on the overall distortion and the channel gains. The bottom
levels also change randomly over time since they depend
on the channel gains.
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Fig. 2: Example 1: average distortion
o
o
(blue), T 1,2
(magenta) and T 2,1
(light blue); for the noncausal case (solid lines) and the causal case (dashed lines)
The following result follows directly by examining the
partial derivatives of the Lagrangian ∂T∂L1,2 o and ∂T∂L2,1 o ,
T 1,2

T 2,1

and the proof is omitted.
Lemma 2: If it is optimal to transfer energy from sensor
o
1 to 2 at time 1, that is T 1,2
> 0, then X1,2 ≤ η1,2 X2,2 .
Similarly, if it is optimal to transfer energy from sensor 2
to sensor 1, then one must have X2,2 ≤ η2,1 X1,2 .
A necessary optimality condition for data transmission to
the FC can be obtained in a similar manner:
Lemma 3: If it is optimal to transmit x1 (1) to the FC at
time 1, that is E1o > 0, then X1,2 ≤ X1,1 .
∂L
together with
Proof: Evaluating the derivative ∂E
o
1
E1

the suitable KKT condition yields the result.
Finally, a necessary optimality condition for energy storing is simply λ1 = 0.
VI. Examples and Numerical Results

Example 1: A system with two sensors and a ﬁnite
horizon of K = 5 is simulated where η1,2 = 0.8, η2,1 = 0.8,
where g1 , g2 are each exponentially distributed with mean
4, and H1 and H2 are chosen randomly using an exponential
distribution with mean 4mW each. Fig. 2 illustrates results
for different battery capacities between 1mW and 5mW for
the algorithm using non-causal information (solid lines) and
causal information (dashed lines).
Increasing the battery capacities leads to an overall lower
distortion. As expected, the average distortion is best for the
algorithm using non-causal information, while the optimal
algorithm (using full, causal information) performs almost
as well as the algorithm with non-causal information.
The average energy used to transmit data to the FC from
sensor 1 and 2 both increase with the battery capacity. While
for this particular choice of random values, it is optimal not
to transfer any energy from sensor 1 to 2 (with non-causal
information), the optimal amount of energy to transfer from
sensor 2 to 1 even increases in the non-causal case for
an increase in the battery capacity. Hence, allowing energy
transfer leads to better performance.
Example 2: A similar system as in the previous example
with a ﬁnite horizon of K = 5 is simulated. Here g1 , g2 are
exponentially distributed with mean 4 and 1 respectively,
whereas H1 and H2 are chosen randomly using an exponential distribution with means 1 mW and 4 mW respectively.
Hence, one sensor harvests on average more energy but has
on average a worse channel compared to the second sensor.
The battery capacities are ﬁxed at 3 mW and the energy
transfer efficiency varies between 0.2 and 0.8.
The average distortion and the average energy usages
are illustrated in Figure 3. The average distortion decreases
in both cases (non-causal (solid line) and causal (dashed

average energy usage

average distortion
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Fig. 3: Example 2: average
o
(blue), T 1,2
(magenta) and
causal case (solid lines) and the causal case (dashed lines)

line)) when the efficiency increases. This indicates that an
increased energy transfer efficiency leads to performance
improvements.
VII. Conclusions
This paper studied optimal energy allocation in a sensor
network where all sensors take noisy measurements of a
random process and amplify and forward them via uncoded
analog transmissions to a FC that reconstructs an estimate
using BLUE. The sensors are capable of energy harvesting as well as energy sharing with neighbouring sensors.
The optimal energy allocation policy for minimising the
expected sum distortion for the ﬁnite-horizon case is studied
with causal information and an arbitrary but ﬁnite maximum
battery capacity, via dynamic programming methods. For
the non-causal case with unlimited battery capacity, the
optimal energy allocation policy is derived via convex optimisation techniques. In addition, some necessary optimality
conditions for energy transfer between neighbouring sensors
were given. Several explicit necessary optimality conditions
are derived for the special case of two sensors with a
ﬁnite-time horizon of 2 and unlimited battery capacities.
These conditions provide insights into the trade-off amongst
the sensors’ decision to use energy for transmission, share
energy with the other sensor or store energy for future use.
Numerical simulations showed that, upon increasing the
battery capacity, the average distortion decreases both in the
non-causal and the causal case. When increasing the energy
transfer efficiency, the average distortion also decreases in
case the sensors are asymmetric with regard to their average
channel gains and average energy harvesting patterns.
Future research will study suboptimal decentralised policies that rely on local causal information at each sensor
only, and require a substantially less computational effort
than solving the Bellman dynamic programming equation,
while still providing a reasonable distortion performance.
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